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ABSTRACT: Software management represents a meaningful and advantageous new direc-
tion for traditional Information Systems curricula. The prevailing circumstance for I.S. educa-
tion lends credence to the ancient curse ... "may you live in interesting times." Change has 
become a stern task master. Hosts of fashionable ideas and newfangled innovations compete 
to influence the tenor and composition of I.S. training. Software management, as distin-
guished from software engineering and traditional l.S. study, offers a practical stratagem 
focused on a pivotal issue in I.S. practice, cost-effective software production. A complete set 
of principles and methods for efficient manufacture of software has never been studied as 
such. It isn't that "current best practices" don't exist. It is just that they are not cardinal ele-
ments in traditional studies of computing, which quite appropriately center on the technology 
itself. The University of Detroit Mercy's graduate curriculum establishes a consistent architec-
ture for an academic program to prepare executive leaders expressly for the software indus-
try. Pragmatically, the challenge was to adopt a reliable point of reference to identify and 
consolidate a valid course array. Buttressed by a review of the literature, we adopted the the-
sis that the conceptual framework currently employed to depict the rational management of 
software is incomplete. Instead, technology-centered approaches have been introduced 
piecemeal. This has begotten the "silver bullet" mentality. Consequently, we organized our 
model curriculum from a higher l~vel of abstraction. This yielded six thematic areas that we 
believe encompass the entire problem. Ta ken together these comprise the attributes that dif-
ferentiate software management from general business management and the other computer 
disciplines. We present a pragmatic model that detai'ls our successful graduate program. 
INTRODUCTION 
It is time to acknowledge that the study 
of software management offers a 
legitimate curricular alternative to tradi-
tional Information Systems education 
programs. As a regimen, software man-
agement can be the sovereign remedy for 
two of the industrys dominant woes, cost 
control and production efficiency. In 
practice however, modern software man-
agement resembles Dickens more than 
Demming. Which is understandable, 
since it's extraordinarily difficult to 
establish and maintain organizational 
control over an activity that is creative 
and conceptual by nature. Effectiveness 
demands strategic acumen that can only 
be gained through broad experience, or 
advanced training. Without this, 
"Inexperienced, or inadequately trained 
managers are noted with distressing fre-
quency on canceled projects and projects 
that experience cost overruns and missed 
schedules. Inadequate management 
training is also commonly associated with 
the problems of low productivity, low 
quality, and of course, management mal-
practice (6)." Consequently, "the world is 
beginning to realize that it needs people at 
the highest levels who can combine the 
skills of the technician with those of the 
manager" (7) 
WHY STUDY SOFTWARE 
MANAGEMENT? 
By 1995, the software industry plans to 
bank a half-trillion-dollars annually (5). Yet, 
with the stakes that high the manager who 
is ... "knowledgeable in the realms of new 
technology is a rare breed" (7). To reinforce 
the premise that competent software man-
agement is vital to business, let's inspect the 
trenches. Brynjolfsson provides a very apt 
synopsis of their current state: "Productivity 
is the fundamental economic measure of a 
technology's contribution. With th'is in 
mind, CEOs and line managers have 
increasingly begun to question their huge 
investments in computers and related tech-
nologies. While major success stories exist, 
so do equally impressive failures" (I). For 
instance, a recent survey found that fully 
one-third of the government's software is 
unusable when delivered and 29% is never 
delivered at all (5). Over the last decade, the 
GAO estimates that the federal government's 
bill for worthless systems topped $150 
billion (2). Industry is not exempt from this 
either. An authoritative study quoted in the 
Harvard Business Review (JO) reveals a very 
telling statistic. During the I 980's, the 
sector that invested the least in information 
technology (manufacturing) achieved the 
greatest total increase in productivity. The 
business sector with the highest investment 
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(services) realized no gain at all. The 
economist Robert Solow astutely sums up 
this well documented and generally 
appalling "productivity paradox" with the 
following quip: "we see computers 
everywhere except in the productivity 
statistics"(!). Tliat fact raises a valid 
concern. If tlie point of information tech-
nology is to secure the competitive high 
ground, what's the unavoidable conclusion 
if that anticipated windfall turns out to be a 
faint zephyr? Based on an extremely 
rigorous review of the literature, 
Brynjolfsson found four possible expla-
nations. Of these, the two most likely 
culprits were ineffective measures, or inef-
ficient management. In either case, a 
shocking few people seem to fathom the sig-
nificant business implications of the tech-
nology they are spending billions of dollars 
to acquire. O'Brien corroborates this: 
"It has become fashionable to talk of com-
petitive advantage and information tech-
nology in the same breath ... yet it is clear 
that the number of professionally educ.ated 
(to maximize competitive advantage using 
technology), fully trained and experienced 
information technologists is small (7)." 
Higher education clearly hasn't found any 
answers. In 1985, Datamation conducted an 
extensive survey aimed at giving academia a 
report card. They polled a laundry list of 
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